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Investing in AP Students
and Teachers

State leaders like you have been vital partners and champions of the Advanced
Placement® Program since its founding in 1955. Your efforts to increase access to
college-level coursework in high school and to reduce equity gaps have propelled
students to extraordinary opportunities: AP® classes are now in more high schools
than ever before, equity gaps in these courses have narrowed, students are sending
record numbers of AP scores to colleges and universities, and millions of college
credits have been earned.
We’re thankful for your enduring commitment to AP, and—through the measures
described in this guidebook—we pledge to honor it with a monumental investment
of our own. In the 2019-20 school year, the College Board is launching a new,
comprehensive, and free system of resources and supports for all AP classrooms.
Our goal is to create a more nurturing AP environment, where more students will
challenge themselves and earn college credit, and more teachers will feel prepared
to support learners from diverse backgrounds and levels of preparation.
What we’ve built was based on best practices in AP schools and refined in close
collaboration with educators and administrators:


A new AP question bank, unit guides, personal progress checks, and progress
dashboards to bolster day-to-day instruction throughout the year;



Improved tools for exam ordering and administration to streamline the test day
experience; and



Fall registration that will expand access to exam taking and encourage student
commitment.

Early pilots have shown increased student engagement, and we’re excited to share the
full suite of resources with all schools on August 1, 2019.
We seek not only to reduce the administrative burden on schools, but also to foster a
culture of shared focus and commitment. We ask you to help us spread the word in
your schools and tell us how the new supports take hold. We’re ever grateful for your
leadership in shaping the future of AP.
With thanks,
Trevor Packer 				

Todd Huston

Senior Vice President			

Senior Vice President

Advanced Placement and Instruction

State and District Partners
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“Why Choose AP?”
The Promise of AP

Founded on the beliefs that motivated high school students should be able to work at
the height of their abilities, and that achievement exams could be used to allow students
to enter college with advanced standing, the AP Program set out to develop assessments
that colleges would find rigorous enough to use as the basis for granting credit.
AP delivers on that promise year after year. Since 1956, AP has offered colleges and
universities the most valid and reliable way to assess college-level learning by high
school students, and it has set the standard for more than 60 years.
Today, colleges and universities continue to turn to AP to help them identify and reward
students who have succeeded in mastering challenging college-level content and skills.


AP classes are in more high schools than ever before. In 2006-07, 16,464
schools participated in AP, whereas, today, 22,169 schools from across the country
and around the world offer AP courses to their students.



More public high school students are sending more colleges and universities
their AP scores than ever before. A total of 764,388 graduates in the class of
2017 sent 3,006,487 scores to 3,820 colleges and universities—that’s an increase
of 254,949 students and 1,429,505 scores since the class of 2007.

2019-20    AP Resources and Supports

The Advanced Placement® Program (AP®) connects students to college and
opportunity. In 2017, more than 1,170,000 graduating seniors used AP to get a head
start in college. They used AP to stand out in college admission, earn college credits,
enroll in higher-level courses, and build college skills.

AP Courses and Exams
ARTS
Art History
Music Theory
2-D Art and Design
3-D Art and Design
Drawing
AP CAPSTONE™
Research
Seminar
ENGLISH
English Language and Composition
English Literature and Composition
HISTORY AND SOCIAL SCIENCE
Comparative Government and Politics
European History
Human Geography
Macroeconomics
Microeconomics
Psychology
United States Government and Politics
United States History
World History: Modern

STEM
Biology
Calculus AB
Calculus BC
Computer Science A
Computer Science Principles
Chemistry
Environmental Science
Physics 1: Algebra-Based
Physics 2: Algebra-Based
Physics C: Electricity and Magnetism
Physics C: Mechanics
Statistics
WORLD LANGUAGES AND CULTURES
Chinese Language and Culture
French Language and Culture
German Language and Culture
Italian Language and Culture
Japanese Language and Culture
Latin
Spanish Language and Culture
Spanish Literature and Culture
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“Why Choose AP?”

Supporting College Success

AP helps hundreds of thousands of high school students achieve their college dreams
each year.

Stand Out in College Admission

Deciding to take an AP course lets colleges and universities know that a student has
what it takes to succeed in an undergraduate environment. When admission officers
see “AP” on students’ transcripts, they know that what those students experienced in
a particular class has prepared them for the challenges of college. Taking AP is a sign
that students are ready for the most rigorous classes their high school has to offer.

Earn College Credits

By taking an AP course and scoring successfully on the related AP Exam, students
can save on college expenses: Most colleges and universities nationwide offer college
credit, advanced placement, or both for qualifying AP Exam scores. These credits can
allow students to save on college tuition, study abroad, or secure a second major. AP
can transform what once seemed unattainable into something within reach.
Check out specific colleges’ guidelines on accepting AP scores for credit and
placement by searching the College Board’s AP Credit Policy database
(collegeboard.org/ap/creditpolicy).

Skip Introductory Classes

For students who already know their preferred college major, taking a related AP
course and earning a qualifying score on the AP Exam can help them avoid required
introductory courses and advance—so they can move directly into upper-level classes
and focus on the work that interests them the most.
Even taking an AP Exam unrelated to their major—whether or not they know what
they want to major in—can place a student beyond their college’s general education
requirements. This opens up additional time on their schedule, enabling them to do a
second major or minor, take exciting electives, or pursue additional interests.

Build College Skills

Taking an AP course builds the skills students will need throughout their college
years. They not only benefit from contending with college-level content and skills, they
also develop time management and study skills. Through the support of AP teachers,
students improve their ability to handle challenging issues and problems. AP courses
let them know what to expect during the next phase of their educational journey and
help them build the confidence to succeed.
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“Why Choose AP?”

Research Findings: AP Student
Success at the College Level

AP programs in high schools, coupled with evidence-based AP policies at colleges and
universities, support positive outcomes for students.

1. Students who took an AP Exam are more likely to graduate within four years.
2. Students who took an AP Exam are more likely to return for a second year of
college, once enrolled.
3. Students who took an AP Exam are more likely to major in their AP subject or a
related discipline, particularly in STEM subjects. Underrepresented students who
took an AP STEM exam were more likely to major and succeed in STEM subjects.
4. Students who earned a 3 or higher on an AP Exam are more likely to enroll in a
four-year college.
5. Students who earned a 3 or higher on an AP Exam perform well in subsequent
college courses in the discipline.

A Guide for State Leaders
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Multiple studies confirm that:
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“Why Choose AP?”

Students who took an AP Exam are more likely to graduate within
four years.
KEY FINDING

A 2013 study1 found that students who took one or more AP Exams, regardless of what
score was earned, were more likely to graduate from college in four years compared to
non-AP students, controlling for prior academic achievement, demographic variables,
and school-level variables. In addition, students who earned higher scores on AP Exams
had a higher likelihood of graduating in four years compared with students who earned
lower scores, controlling for relevant variables. Causal2 work also finds that earning
credit-granting AP scores increases the probability of on-time degree attainment.

Expected four-year graduation rate by AP participation and
performance
69%
64%
59%
53%
45%

No AP

47%

1

2

3

4

5

Note: Expected graduation rates were computer based on parameter estimates for Model 5 for AP participation
and Model 10 for AP performance. These values are associated with a white or Asian non-first-generation-status
female with an average PSAT/NMSQT score attending a public institution of average selectivity.

1. K.D. Mattern, J.P. Marini, and E.J. Shaw, Are AP Students More Likely to Graduate from College on Time?
(New York: The College Board, 2013).
2. J. Smith, M. Hurwitz, and C. Avery, “Giving College Credit Where It Is Due: Advanced Placement
Exam Scores and College Outcomes,” Journal of Labor Economics 35, no.1 (2017): 67–147.
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Students who earned a 3 or higher on an AP Exam perform well in
subsequent college courses in the discipline.
KEY FINDING

GPA in subsequent college course, Non-AP Student

GPA in subsequent college course, AP Student

4
0.60
3.5

0.27

0.80

0.37
0.46

0.28

0.44
3

3.15

3.16

0.66

0.69

0.20

0.31

0.48

0.41

3.47

0.29

3.47

3.20

3.11
2.72

2.5

0.40

2.87

2.82

2.91

2.92

2.92

2.83

2.87

2.87

2
1.5
1
0.5
0

Score 3 Score 4 Score 5

Score 3 Score 4 Score 5

Score 3 Score 4 Score 5

Score 3 Score 4 Score 5

Score 3 Score 4 Score 5

English Language

Biology

Microeconomics

Government &
Politics: U.S.

Spanish Literature
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Two 2018 studies3 on AP Exams confirmed that AP participation is related to positive
college outcomes. In most AP subjects, students earning a score of 3 or higher on an
AP Exam performed the same as or better in the intermediate-level college course than
students who took the college’s introductory course.

3. J. Wyatt, S. Jagesic, and K. Godfrey, Postsecondary Course Performance of AP Exam Takers in Subsequent
Coursework (New York: The College Board, 2018); S. Jagesic, and J. Wyatt, Postsecondary
Course Performance of AP Exam Takers in Subsequent Coursework: Biology, Languages, and Studio Art
(New York: The College Board, 2018).
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“Why Choose AP?”

Students who took an AP Exam are more likely to major in their AP
subject or a related discipline, particularly in STEM subjects.
KEY FINDING

A 2011 study4 revealed that the likelihood of majoring in a particular discipline
increased with AP Exam taking in that discipline, the number of AP Exams taken in
the discipline, and AP performance in the discipline. The effect was the strongest for
STEM majors. Also, students who took AP Exams were more likely to have declared
a major than non-AP students. AP is a strong indicator of interest in a discipline,
providing an opportunity for colleges to identify potential majors.
6.1%

Biological and Biomedical Sciences

20.3%

1.9%

Computer and Information Sciences

1.1%

Foreign Languages, Literatures,
and Linguistics

17.9%
5.1%
13.0%

Humanities and Liberal Arts

15.1%

9.6%

Mathematics, Statistics,
Engineering, and Physical Sciences

29.1%
12.1%

Social Sciences
0%
Students who did not take an AP Exam

5%

10%

15%

18.1%
20%

25%

30%

Students who took an AP Exam in a related subject area

Examined major at beginning of third year in college, not major upon graduation.
Does not account for prior interest or motivation.

Adapted from Mattern, Shaw, and Ewing, 2011

4. K.D. Mattern, E.J. Shaw, and M. Ewing, Is AP Exam Participation and Performance Related to Choice
of College Major? (New York: The College Board, 2011).
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“Why Choose AP?”

Underrepresented students who took an AP STEM exam were
more likely to major and succeed in STEM subjects.
KEY FINDING

Students Scoring 3+ on at least one AP STEM exam

Students Scoring 1 or 2 on an AP STEM exam

STEM Major Completion Rate Differences for Students Who Took At Least One AP STEM Exam and
Students Who Did Not Take Any AP STEM Exams.
First-Generation

5%

Minority

7%

Females

5%

First-Generation

14%

Minority

15%

Females

17%

STEM First-Year Grade Differences for Students Who Took At Least One AP STEM Exam and Students
Who Did Not Take Any AP STEM Exams.
First-Generation
Minority
Females

0.08
0.1
0.07
0.33

First-Generation
Minority
Females
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A 2018 study5 found that first-generation, minority, and female students scoring a 3 or
higher on at least one AP STEM exam earn higher STEM grades in their first year of
college and—regardless of their AP Exam score—complete a STEM major at a higher
rate (5% to 17%) than their observationally similar non-AP STEM peers.

0.42
0.3

5. K. Smith, S. Jagesic, J. Wyatt, and M. Ewing, AP STEM Participation and Postsecondary STEM
Outcomes: Focus on Underrepresented Minority, First-Generation, and Female Students
(New York: The College Board, 2018).
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New Resources and Supports
Coming in 2019-20

Created in collaboration with educators and based on best practices in schools across
the country, these free resources have been designed to provide focused classroom
content, give students year-round feedback, and improve the exam registration and
ordering process. These resources will be available for nearly all subjects, and AP
students and teachers will access them through AP Classroom, a new online tool that
they can begin accessing on August 1, 2019.

Focused Practice and Feedback
Throughout the Year
Unit Guides

Planning guides that outline content
and skills for commonly taught units
within a course so teachers can
focus and deepen instruction. Each
unit guide suggests sequence and
pacing of content, scaffolds skill
instruction across units, organizes
content into topics, and provides tips
on taking the exam.

Personal Progress Checks
Formative AP questions for every
unit that provide feedback to
students on the areas where they
need to focus. Personal progress
checks measure content and skills
through multiple-choice questions
with rationales to explain correct
and incorrect answers, and through
free-response questions with scoring
guidelines from the AP rubric.

Question Bank

A library of real AP Exam questions,
some of which have never been
released to AP teachers before.
Teachers can quickly find questions
indexed by course topics and
skills; create customized tests and
assign them online or on paper; and
enable students to practice and get
feedback on each question.

8
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Progress Dashboard

2019-20    AP Resources and Supports

Throughout the year, teachers
can review class performance and
individual student performance
and know when students struggle
with content and skills that will be
assessed on the AP Exam. Students
can view their own results and
target additional practice. School
and district leaders can also review
results across AP courses.

Transparency and Stability
All content and skills assessed
on the exam will be defined in a
detailed course framework, helping
AP teachers plan and focus their
instruction. AP Exams will have
clearly defined models for question
types, tasks, and point values that
will remain stable from year to year.
Instructional Planning Reports will
reflect content and skills, giving
teachers actionable, class-specific
data on how their students did on
the exam.

Improved Exam Ordering
and Administration

AP Exams will now be ordered in the fall, using a new online AP Registration and
Ordering system.

Digital Activation

AP teachers and students will sign
in to the AP Classroom support
system and complete a simple
activation process at the start of the
school year. Digital activation gives
students and teachers access to the
new resources and allows students
to provide registration information
before exam day.

A Guide for State Leaders
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New Resources and Supports Coming in 2019-20

Fall Registration

Fall exam registration reflects best
practice policies in place at more
than half of the schools that offer AP.
When students commit early, they
see better outcomes—they’re more
invested in the course and more
likely to finish with college credit.

Streamlined Exam Ordering
AP coordinators will have an
improved AP Registration and
Ordering system to place AP Exam
orders in the fall. After teachers
and students complete the digital
activation process, AP coordinators
will be able to access rosters of AP
students. Coordinators can then
review, adjust, and submit that
information as the school’s exam
order by the fall ordering deadlines.

Student Registration Labels
For each student included in an
exam order, schools will receive a set
of personalized AP ID registration
labels. The AP ID connects a
student’s exam materials with their
registration information, greatly
reducing the time spent on bubbling
student information before the exam.

Exam Day Improvements
AP coordinators will have new
tools to help organize their exam
administration. Using the online
rosters generated through the
digital activation and ordering
processes, coordinators will be able
to create and manage exam room
assignments, proctors, and lists of
examinees.
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AP Exam Fees, Ordering
Policies, and Deadlines
One of the most significant changes for AP schools is that AP Exam orders must be
submitted in the fall.
Moving the exam-taking decision toward the start of the AP course benefits students
and boosts the learning culture in AP classrooms. When students commit to the exam
from day one, they invest themselves in their classes, teaming with their teachers
and classmates to do the daily work needed to earn a score on the AP Exam that will
qualify them for college credit and/or placement.
More than half of the schools that offer AP currently require students to make examtaking decisions in the fall. At these schools, AP-ready students are more likely to
earn a score of 3 or higher; students take AP courses at the same rates as students
at schools that require exam-taking decisions later in the year; and educators report
seeing increased engagement from students from the start of the course.

2019-20    AP Resources and Supports

Fall Ordering Deadlines

2020 AP Exam Ordering Deadlines


Preferred deadline (October 4, 2019): Recommended deadline to submit the May
2020 exam order.



Final deadline (November 15, 2019, 11:59 p.m. ET): Deadline to submit exam
orders for all AP courses that begin before November 15. AP coordinators should
include all known exams to be taken on late-testing dates in this order. Exams
ordered or canceled after this date may incur a fee; see Fees below.



Spring course orders and fall order changes deadline (March 13, 2020, 11:59
p.m. ET): Deadline to order exams for AP courses that begin after November 15 at
no additional cost, and to update the exam order with any late orders.* As a best
practice, schools are encouraged to submit any known cancellations by this date.
This helps simplify the invoicing and the return shipment process.

*All late orders must be submitted by March 13, 2020, 11:59 p.m. ET. After this date,
the school has to call AP Services for Educators to inquire about adding an exam to the
school’s order.
AP Exam orders will be submitted through the AP Registration and Ordering system
(myap.collegeboard.org), which will be available starting August 1, 2019.
Although the ordering deadlines are now earlier in the school year, schools maintain
their own schedules and policies for collecting AP fees from students. The postmark
deadline for invoices and payment to the College Board is still June 15.

Fees

The base AP Exam fee of $94 per exam* and the College Board fee reduction of $32
per exam for qualifying students remain the same. Schools also retain a $9 rebate
per exam.
*$142 per exam for AP Capstone Exams (AP Seminar or AP Research).

A Guide for State Leaders
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AP Exam Fees, Ordering Policies, and Deadlines

However, fees may apply to exams ordered after the November 15, 2019, deadline
and to exams that are ordered but either canceled or returned unused, as follows:
  NEW

Late-order fee (by March 13, 2020, 11:59 p.m. ET): Additional fees are
applied to each exam ordered between November 16, 2019, and March 13, 2020,
11:59 p.m. ET. This fee is $40 per exam (added to the base exam fee). (Note: This
fee won’t apply to exams for courses that start after the exam ordering deadline—
for example, second semester or spring block courses—and exams for students
who transfer to the school.)

  NEW

Unused/canceled exam fee: Fee for each exam ordered by November 15
that is canceled or returned unused. This fee is $40 per exam and is the total
amount owed. It isn’t in addition to the regular exam fee. This fee won’t apply to
exams originally ordered for students who transfer out of a school. (Note: This
fee applies to any exam ordered for a student that the student doesn’t take.* State
subsidies can’t be applied to these fees.)

*Students who decide not to take an exam or who cancel an exam can still access
AP Classroom assignments.


Late-testing fee: $40 per exam as applicable for alternate exams for late testing.
(Some reasons for late testing don’t incur an additional late-testing fee—additional
information will be available in spring 2019.)

Why Introduce Late-Order
and Cancellation Fees?

Students are more likely to stay engaged in class, tackle challenging topics head-on,
and earn college credit when they register for the exam in the fall. We verified through
a large-scale pilot that fees for late registration and exam cancellation contribute to a
classroom culture where students are “all in.” For that reason we’ve introduced two
fees: a $40 additional fee for each exam ordered after the final deadline in the fall, and
a $40 final fee for any exam that is ordered but not taken.
During the pilot, few students registered late or canceled their exams. The vast
majority of pilot schools placed exam orders on time, and very few students ended
up canceling exams. The best outcome we can imagine is to finish each school year
without collecting a single late or cancellation fee.

Communicating Fees and Deadlines

Important: Because some fees and deadlines are new, it’s imperative that schools
clearly explain this information at parent nights, counselor sessions, or other
informational events where the school’s AP program is discussed, as well as in any
materials a school may prepare about the AP program. The College Board will provide
resources that schools can use to convey the 2019-20 deadline and fee information to
students and parents.
Here are some examples of how fees would be applied in certain circumstances:
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Students who decide by the November 15 final deadline to take an exam owe the
base exam fee less any applicable fee reductions.



If a student decides to take an exam after the November 15 final deadline, the total
amount owed for the exam would be the base exam fee plus the $40 late-order
fee. This $40 per exam late-order fee will be owed even if a student is eligible for
fee reductions. If the student is eligible for fee reductions, the reduction to the

A Guide for State Leaders
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base fee is applied regardless if the exam is ordered late. (For example, an exam
ordered after November 15 for a student with a College Board fee reduction would
have a cost of $93 [$53 + $40].)
If a student decides to cancel an exam order by March 13, 2020, the total amount
owed for the exam would be $40 (the base exam fee is removed, and only the
cancellation fee is owed). This $40 per exam unused/canceled exam fee will be
owed even if a student is eligible for fee reductions.



If a student doesn’t take the exam ordered for them on exam day, the school will be
invoiced for $40.

Late-order fees are not applied in these circumstances:


The course doesn’t begin until after the November 15 regular ordering deadline
(e.g., second semester block schedule class). Exams for these courses must be
ordered by 11:59 p.m. ET on March 13, 2020.



The late-order fee isn’t applied for exams ordered for a student who transfers to a
school.

Unused/canceled exam fees are not applied in these circumstances:


An exam canceled for a student who transfers out of a school.



An update made to an exam order by March 13, 2020, due to a change in a
student’s accommodations approval status.



The unused/canceled exam fee isn’t applied if an exam is canceled or returned
unused due to elimination of state funding for AP Exams for low-income students.
(More information below and in the section of this guide titled Fall Ordering
and Subsidies.)

2019-20    AP Resources and Supports



AP Fee Reduction Policy

The College Board still provides a $32 fee reduction per AP Exam for eligible students
with financial need. The criteria used to determine students’ eligibility for a College
Board fee reduction haven’t changed, nor has the fee reduction amount. Schools are
expected to forgo their $9 rebate for these students, resulting in a cost of $53 per exam.

State Subsidies

Many states use federal and state funding to further reduce the exam fee for students
who are eligible for a College Board fee reduction.
Beginning in fall 2019, the May 2020 fee subsidies available in each state will be
posted on collegeboard.org/apexamfeeassistance as each state’s funding plan is
finalized. For schools to reference, the 2019 fee subsidies for each state will be listed
until the state’s 2020 plan has been finalized.
Students and parents may be concerned about ordering AP Exams in the fall if a state’s
2020 funding plan hasn’t yet been announced. If a state eliminates its funding for AP
Exams for low-income students, schools can cancel the exams they ordered for fee
reduction–eligible students or return those exams unused without incurring the $40 per
exam unused/canceled exam fee. In this case, neither the base exam fee nor the unused/
canceled exam fee will be owed. The section of this guide titled Fall Ordering and
Subsidies provides more details on how this would work, as well as an “FAQ” section.

A Guide for State Leaders
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AP Exam Fees, Ordering Policies, and Deadlines

Deadline to Indicate Fee Reduction Status

To be properly credited, the fee reduction status for an AP student taking exams must
be indicated in the AP Registration and Ordering system and is supplied by the school
official, not the student. The AP Program encourages schools to indicate fee reduction
status at the time they submit AP Exam orders in the fall, so that school administrators
know as early in the school year as possible the fees to collect from AP students or,
as applicable, to secure from the district. However, this information may be updated
after submitting the exam order. After April 30, to make any changes to fee reduction
status in the system, a school official would need to call AP Services for Educators.

Fee Reduction Eligibility Criteria

The criteria used to determine students’ eligibility for the College Board’s AP Exam fee
reductions haven’t changed. For detailed information about eligibility criteria, please
go to apcentral.collegeboard.org/ap-coordinators/exam-ordering-fees/exam-fees/
reductions.
The College Board collects only the student’s eligibility for the fee reduction, not the
method of identification.

Additional Details
Late testing

Schools will continue to have the option to administer late testing when circumstances
require. Alternate exams taken on late-testing dates due to unforeseen circumstances
can be ordered after the March deadline. A $40 per exam late-testing fee will apply in
specific circumstances.

Homeschooled and self-study students

Schools can continue to administer exams to students who aren’t enrolled in a course
at the school—for instance, because the students are homeschooled, take independent
study, or go to another school, or because the course isn’t offered at the school and the
student wishes to study independently and challenge the exam.
All students planning on taking an exam at a school must be included in the school’s
exam order by no later than the final deadline (November 15) to avoid the $40 late exam
order fee. This includes homeschooled students and students from other schools.
Schools and districts should communicate the new AP registration and ordering
calendar to any student who could potentially request a May 2020 AP Exam.

Students of virtual AP courses

All students planning on taking an exam at a school must be included in the school’s
exam order by no later than the final deadline (November 15) to avoid the $40 late exam
order fee. This includes students enrolled in virtual AP courses—whether facilitated by
the school or independently.

14
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Fall Ordering and
Student Outcomes

Last year we piloted fall exam registration at schools serving 40,000 AP students.
When we compared these schools to other AP schools in the same states, we found
that:




More students sat for AP Exams and more students earned scores of 3 or higher.


AP Exam participation increased by 15% in pilot schools, compared to 1% in
other schools.



Pilot schools maintained a historic 7% growth in exam scores of 3 or higher,
while other schools saw this growth decline to 5%.

Students who have traditionally underperformed their peers saw impressive gains.


Low-income students’ scores of 3 or higher increased by 20%.



Underrepresented minority students’ scores of 3 or higher increased by 12%.



Female students’ STEM exam scores of 3 or higher increased by 14%.

2019-20    AP Resources and Supports

More than half of all schools offering AP require students to make exam-taking
decisions in the fall. When students commit early to taking an AP Exam, they do
better, they’re more invested in the course, and they’re more likely to finish with
college credit.

We recommend that schools order by the preferred deadline (October 4), which has the
following benefits:


Helps ensure that teachers and students have received access to the resources and
supports as close as possible to the start of the course.



Gives AP coordinators more than a month to make any needed adjustments by
the final deadline (November 15)—after this date, changes to the exam order
incur late-order and/or cancellation fees. Changes made between October 4 and
November 15 do not incur fees.



Enables AP coordinators to get exam ordering out of the way, before fall exams
and college application deadlines.

A Guide for State Leaders
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How and Why to Provide Subsidies
The College Board is committed to ensuring that all students can access advanced
coursework and college credit opportunities and continues to provide a fee reduction
for low-income students each year. Over the past five years, the College Board has
provided more than $144 million in AP Exam fee reductions to eligible students.

States also provide significant funding. This shared investment in low-income students
has resulted in a significant increase in AP participation. Over the last 20 years, the
number of AP Exams taken by low-income students has grown from 82,000 in 1998 to
over 1 million in 2018, an increase of more than 1,000%.

State Subsidies Encourage
AP Participation


State subsidies play a significant role in increasing AP participation among
low-income students. The College Board’s 2018 AP Exam administration data
show that a state-funding commitment made a meaningful difference for
low-income students.



Participation in AP among students from low-income families has consistently
expanded at faster rates in states where the state provides a statewide subsidy for
the exam fees of low-income students.





In these states, gaps in AP participation between students with need and
their peers are narrowing, particularly where that funding has remained stable
from year to year.



These students are also succeeding in AP at faster rates than their peers in
states without subsidies: The growth in exam scores that qualify for college
credit earned by low-income students is increasing at a faster rate in states
that provide a statewide subsidy for the exam fees of low-income students.

In states where there is no statewide subsidy available, while several districts
provide local funding for exam fees, the out-of-pocket exam fees of low-income
students are, on average, significantly higher than those incurred by low-income
students in other states. That gap adds up for students who are taking multiple
AP Exams.

Sources of Funding

States can access several sources of funding to subsidize the cost of AP Exams for
low-income students, including:
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State funds: A number of states cover the cost of their students’ AP Exams by
using local funds. For example, Arkansas, Florida, North Carolina, and South
Carolina cover the cost of AP Exams for all of their students using state funds.
Others use state funds to pay for a specific subset of exams—exams taken by
low-income students, or exams taken in specific disciplines like STEM.



Federal funds: States can use federal funds under Title IV, Part A and under Title
I to cover part or all of the cost of AP Exams for low-income students.

A Guide for State Leaders

How and Why to Provide Subsidies

Importance of Timing
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To ensure continued access to AP for low-income students, the College Board urges
states that plan to provide subsidies to announce their commitment to school and
district leaders at the start of the 2019-20 school year, if not before. Clear information
about the exam fee gives students and families greater confidence to register for the
AP Exam and, in some cases, to enroll in the AP course itself. An early commitment
from the state to provide statewide funding also gives schools and districts time to
plan to cover any remaining costs.
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Fall Ordering and Subsidies

To help schools and districts confidently advise students in making exam-ordering
decisions, the College Board will publish any confirmed subsidy information for 2020
at the time it’s agreed on by the state. The 2019 subsidy information will also be posted
for all states as a reference.
Although the College Board urges states to make every effort to finalize exam fee
subsidies by the start of the 2019-20 school year, understandably some states may
not be able to do so. For schools in those states, the College Board will provide the
following guidance.

Subsidy Uncertainty at the Fall Deadline

If a state both provided a statewide subsidy for AP Exams taken in May 2019 for
low-income students and doesn’t provide a subsidy in any amount for exams taken in
May 2020, schools in that state will be able to cancel or return unused exams that have
been ordered for students who are eligible for a College Board fee reduction without
incurring the $40 per exam unused/canceled exam fee.
If a student who is eligible for the College Board AP Exam fee reduction has ordered
an exam by November 15, 2019, and the student takes the exam, the school invoice
will reflect the College Board fee reduction, plus any state subsidy that is ultimately
agreed upon.

Cases in Which Unused/Canceled
Exam Fees Will Not Be Waived

Exams won’t be eligible for a waiver of the unused/canceled exam fee in:


States that didn’t provide a subsidy in 2019.



States where alternative types of funding that could be used for AP Exams were
available in 2019, but the state didn’t provide a dedicated subsidy per exam.



States that provided a subsidy in 2019 and provide a subsidy of any amount
in 2020.



The student does not qualify for a College Board fee reduction.

The College Board’s website will provide state-specific information to help school
coordinators understand how these policies apply in their state.

Coordinators’ Frequently Asked Questions
My state eliminated AP Exam funding for 2020. I have students who want to cancel
the exams ordered for them. What do I need to do?
AP coordinators can submit exam cancellations by removing them from the school’s
exam order in the AP Registration and Ordering system and updating the order. To
minimize unused materials, we recommend submitting all known cancellations by
March 13, 2020, 11:59 p.m. ET. Make sure the eligible students are denoted in the AP
Registration and Ordering system as eligible for fee reductions.
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My state eliminated AP Exam funding for 2020, but I didn’t cancel my eligible
students’ exams. Will I still be invoiced for their exams?
If a student is denoted in the AP Registration and Ordering system as eligible for fee
reductions, and the school is located in a state that eliminates funding for AP Exams
taken by low-income students in 2020, you won’t be invoiced for either the exam fee or
the unused/canceled exam fee for unused exams.

No. This policy applies only to eliminated state subsidies; if a school district or any
other entity provided exam fee funding in 2019 and that funding is eliminated, the
unused/canceled exam fee will still apply to exams ordered and then canceled for
students eligible for the fee reduction.
My state provides funding for all students’ exams. Does the unused/canceled exam
fee waiver apply to all students?
No. This policy applies only to exams ordered for students who are eligible for the
College Board fee reduction.
Some states provide subsidies for all students’ exams. In the event those subsidies
are eliminated, the $40 per exam unused/canceled exam fee will apply to any exams
canceled on behalf of students who aren’t eligible for the College Board fee reduction.

2019-20    AP Resources and Supports

My state didn’t provide funding for AP Exams in 2019, but my district did. Are
my students eligible for a waiver of the unused/canceled exam fee if the district
subsidy is eliminated?

My state didn’t provide funding in 2019. Does the unused/canceled exam fee
waiver apply?
No. If a state didn’t provide a subsidy in 2019, students won’t be eligible to have the
unused/canceled exam fee waived in 2020.
My state’s subsidy was reduced but not eliminated for 2020. Will the unused/
canceled exam fee be waived?
No. This policy applies only to eliminated state subsidies. If a state reduces its
funding in 2020 but continues to provide a subsidy, the unused/canceled exam fee
will still apply to any exams canceled after November 15 or returned unused.
Will the College Board waive late-order fees for students who wait to see if any
state funding becomes available?
No. Exams ordered after November 15, 2019, 11:59 p.m. ET will incur the $40 per exam
late-order fee regardless of state subsidy information available as of that date.
If I cancel an ordered exam and then my state announces a subsidy, can I reorder
the exam?
The College Board strongly encourages schools to wait until information on state
subsidies is published before submitting any cancellations in the AP Registration and
Ordering system. The same policy and fees apply to exams canceled and returned
unused, so we recommend canceling only if you’re sure that a student won’t take the
AP Exam.

A Guide for State Leaders
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An Action Guide for State Leaders

State leaders play many important roles in supporting Advanced Placement (AP)
students and teachers—from securing funding that will subsidize AP Exam fees for
students with need, to providing guidance and professional development opportunities
for AP teachers. In addition, state leaders serve as a critical source of information,
communicating about opportunities and expectations, for schools and districts.
To help schools, districts, and students take full advantage of the new classroom
resources and supports and successfully adjust to the new ordering deadlines
and policies, state leaders can take key steps to ease the transition. We sought the
guidance of a group of diverse agency leaders representing 26 states to develop a
“checklist” for their peers. They considered several questions in order to develop their
recommendations:


Who needs to know about the changes to AP in 2019-20?



How will this be communicated to them and who will own this communication?



What information do you want school leaders to know about available funding for
the exam fees of low-income students? What can you share with them now? What
will you share with them in summer 2019?



What planned communications or presentations could feature the new classroom
resources and new ordering deadlines? How else can you encourage teachers to
take advantage of the resources as well as the training opportunities available
from the AP Program?



What department websites or printed materials need to be updated to reflect the
new ordering deadlines and the new ordering fees?

The actions identified on the following page are their recommendations for how a
department can prepare for the changes to AP.
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State Leader Checklists
RAISING AWARENESS—LAUNCH YEAR
Suggested deadline

Complete
  Familiarize yourself and your team with the upcoming

¨¨

January–February

  Gather your resources to communicate the new

¨¨

March

  Coordinate with your College Board contact to develop

¨¨

Ongoing

  Leverage opportunities to communicate about

¨¨

July

  Engage important education partners to let them know

¨¨

changes to Advanced Placement; establish where
to locate important information and access useful
resources on the web.
ordering processes, deadlines, and classroom
resources.
a communications strategy and timeline.

increased AP resources available in 2019–2020, such
as when sending letters to students and parents about
AP Potential™.
about the new AP Classroom resources and whether
your state is contributing to exam fees for eligible
students.
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January–February

PROVIDING FUNDING—ANNUAL
Suggested deadline

Complete

ASAP; by July
at the latest

  If you’re a decision-maker, decide whether to

¨¨

ASAP; by July
at the latest

  If you are not a decision-maker, communicate to the

¨¨

July

  Share the funding decision about exam fees with the

¨¨

August

  Use available communications channels to announce

¨¨

August

  Encourage schools to notify students of available

¨¨

subsidize AP Exams for low-income students and, if
so, by how much per exam.
decision-makers the importance of making an early
decision for May 2020.
College Board, so it can be posted on the College
Board website.

the funding decision about exam fees to schools and
districts.
subsidies so students know up front how much they
will need to pay per AP Exam.

A Guide for State Leaders
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Calendar

This calendar includes key deadlines as well as recommendations for monthly tasks to
help schools prepare for the 2020 AP Exam administration. New milestones for 2019-20
are labeled as NEW . We encourage you to remind schools of each critical milestone as
it approaches (highlighted in blue).
AUGUST 2019
  NEW

School principals receive the access code needed for initial entry into the
online AP Registration and Ordering system. Principals give this code to the AP
coordinator. Coordinators let AP teachers know they can begin accessing the AP
Classroom system.

  NEW

AP coordinators access the AP Registration and Ordering system using
the access code provided by the school principal. As part of setup, coordinators
complete and sign the AP Participation Form.

  NEW

AP coordinators or teachers create class sections in the system and generate
join codes.

  NEW

AP teachers provide section-specific join codes to enrolled AP students.
Students use their College Board accounts to log in to the AP Classroom system
and the teacher-provided join code(s) to enroll in appropriate class sections.

  NEW

AP coordinators ensure that new AP teachers:

1. Add their course(s) to AP Course Audit; and
2. Complete and have approved the AP Course Audit form.

Important: New AP teachers need to complete these steps first so class sections can be
created for their courses, and to access the AP Classroom system.
SEPTEMBER 2019
  NEW

AP coordinators, teachers, and students go to myap.collegeboard.org to
access new systems and resources:





Coordinators use the AP Registration and Ordering system to organize
student exam registrations and submit their exam order.



Teachers use the AP Classroom system to access free classroom resources.



Students use My AP to access AP Classroom assignments from their
teachers.

If a school collects fees from students and families, the amount and deadline for
payment should be determined and communicated to families at the start of the
year. (Reminder: The deadline for the schools’ exam payments to the College
Board remains June 15).

OCTOBER 2019
  NEW

10/4: Preferred deadline (recommended). A best practice is to indicate
students’ fee reduction status in the AP Registration and Ordering system when
submitting the school’s AP Exam order.



10/15: Course Audit administrators should renew previously authorized courses by
this date, making sure to correct any inaccuracies or omissions before the release
of the AP Course Ledger.

NOVEMBER 2019
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11/1: AP Course Ledger of authorized 2019-20 AP courses is published and
available for higher education admission offices.
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  NEW

11/15: Final deadline. Exam orders submitted after this date will incur an
additional $40 per exam late-order fee; some exceptions apply. A best practice is to
indicate students’ fee reduction status in the AP Registration and Ordering system
when submitting the school’s AP Exam order.

DECEMBER 2019
AP Potential access codes are sent to principals and AP coordinators.



Schools distribute the Bulletin for AP Students and Parents to all AP students,
encouraging them to read it, especially the test security and administration
policies and procedures, and advising them to share it with their parents.

JANUARY 2020


1/31: Last day for initial AP Course Audit submissions, all renewals, removal of
teachers and courses, addition of online/distance learning courses, and AP Course
Audit form approvals for 2019-20 courses.

MARCH 2020
  NEW

3/13: Spring course orders and fall order changes deadline. AP
coordinators make any changes to existing exam orders or submit new exam
orders by this deadline. New exam orders may incur an additional late-order fee
of $40 per exam in addition to the exam fee. To place an exam order after March
13, coordinators must call AP Services for Educators. We also recommend that
coordinators submit known exam cancellations by this deadline.
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APRIL 2020


Receive shipment(s) of AP Exam materials.

  NEW


Receive shipment of AP ID labels.

4/30: The fee reduction status of all students must be indicated accurately in the
AP Registration and Ordering system.

MAY 2020


5/4–5/15 (Expected): Regularly Scheduled Exam Dates



5/20–5/22 (Expected): Late-Testing Exam Dates

JUNE 2020


6/1: Return exam materials. All exam materials must arrive at AP Services.



6/15: Deadline to submit exam payment and invoices to the AP Program.

  NEW

Schools view and pay their invoices through the AP Registration and
Ordering system.

JULY 2020


AP score reports are available to colleges, students, schools, and districts.

SUMMER/FALL 2020


AP data are available to states.
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